**GROOVE LIFE RING SIZE CHEAT SHEET**

**FOR ACCURACY**
1. PAGE MUST BE PRINTED AT 100% ON YOUR PRINTER SETTINGS
2. PLACE A QUARTER OVER THE PICTURE TO THE LEFT. YOUR QUARTER SHOULD NOT COVER THE RED BORDER. IF IT DOES YOUR MEASUREMENTS WILL BE INACCURATE.

GROOVE WILL EXCHANGE ANY RING THAT DOES NOT FIT PROPERLY. HOWEVER, WE URG YOU TO VISIT A LOCAL JEWELRY STORE OR USE AT LEAST TWO (2) OF THE METHODS BELOW FOR A PROPER MEASUREMENT

**NOTE**: GROOVE RING IS DESIGNED TO BE WORN SNUGGLY ON YOUR FINGER. IF YOUR CURRENT METAL RING IS AT ALL LOOSE OR YOU ARE A HALF SIZE WE RECOMMEND SIZING DOWN!

---

**THE PAPER TEST**

**STEP 1**
PRINT AND CAREFULLY CUT OUT OUR PAPER RING SIZER BELOW.

**STEP 2**
CREATE A SLIT BY MAKING A SMALL CUT ON THE LINE LABELED “YOUR SIZE”.

**STEP 3**
SLIP THE POINTED END THROUGH THE SLIT CREATING A CIRCLE.

**STEP 4**
PLACE AROUND YOUR FINGER AND PULL THE POINTED END TO CREATE A SNUG FIT.

**STEP 5**
THE NUMBER LINE LOCATED AT THE “YOUR SIZE” SLIT, IS THE PROPER RING SIZE.

---

**TIPS:**
- BE CAREFUL NOT TO WRAP THE PAPER TOO TIGHT. AIM FOR A COMFORTABLE, SNUG FIT.
- FOR THE MOST ACCURACY, HAVE SOMEONE HELP YOU MEASURE.
- DOUBLE CHECK FOR ACCURACY.

---

**THE RING TEST**

**STEP 1**
PRINT OUR CHART OF RING SIZE CIRCLES.

**STEP 2**
OVERLAY YOUR EXISTING RING ON THE CIRCLES.

**STEP 3**
PLACE THE RING ON TOP OF EACH CIRCLE UNTIL YOU FIND A PERFECT MATCH.

**STEP 4**
THE MATCH SHOULD PERFECTLY FIT THE INSIDE OF THE RING.

**STEP 5**
DOUBLE CHECK FOR ACCURACY.
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